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First Student Research Day
Having been advertised
well in advance, Wenzhou-Kean University’s
first Student Research
Day on April 13 was
difficult to miss.
Dozens of excited
students began the day
by setting up posters
before class in the assigned area in front of
the Academic Affairs
Office, proceeded to
give PowerPoint-guided
presentations in the
classrooms reserved for
that activity, and exhibited their artistic work in
an exhibition on the
fourth floor in front of
the graphic design stu-

Students embraced the opportunity to present their research
during the day

dio.
Throughout the day,
many bypassing students, staff, and faculty
had an opportunity to
view the posters and

engage their designers
in conversation. Student presentations were
well attended and precont.’d on p.2

WKU Debaters Win Ticket to National Competition
On

the weekend of
April 9-11, student leaders Xia Xue (Snow) and
Zhang Ziheng (Jason)
stormed their way
through the competition at the FLTRP Cup
East China regional
tournament,
winning
the right to go to the
National Finals Tournament in Beijing later this

WKU’s master debaters Jason (l.) and Snow (r.)

spring.
Fighting their way
through five rounds,
Jason and Snow placed
in the top few teams
among the well over a
hundred teams from all
over Eastern China competing.
The regional tournament took place at Nancont.’d on p.4
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Vice-Chancellor for Academic
Affairs Henke (2nd from left),
Mr. Frank Wang (right), chairman of the Board, of Directors and guests taking in a
poster

“He who asks is
a fool for five
minutes, but he
who does not
ask remains a
fool forever.”
Chinese proverb

Visiting Executive VP of Kean
University, Mr. Phil Connelly
(2nd from right) , and Director
for Academic Affairs, Dr. Paul
Huang (2nd from left) enjoying a student presentation
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senters were able to respond to questions, field
critical comments from
the judges, and receive
polite applause for their
research.
It should not come as a
surprise that those active
participants in the research day went to full
length, did significant research either of scholarly
literature, through interviews, surveys, experiments and computer applications,
and
other
methodologies.
While they were guided
by their faculty mentors,
they fully owned the products of their research during polished PowerPoint
presentations and engaged discussions of their
posters.
Presentations ranged
from research about computer applications helping
autistic children in Wenzhou (an emerging research cluster in this program), to research about
economic development in
Wenzhou or of online
companies
such
as
Taobao, to presentations
about changing gender
roles in China or visual
shocks in poetry.
As Vice-Chancellor for
Academic Affairs Holger
Henke noted “I was very
pleased to see the range
and depth of student research, and enjoyed many
well-prepared presentations. Significant student

learning was achieved in
the preparation and execution of this first Student
Research Day. Mentoring
faculty and all students
participating in the day’s
activities are to be commended and need to recognize their achievements.”
As one young researcher – having interviewed an

This, then, was also
one of the messages of
the keynote speech by Dr.
Anton Allahar, professor
of sociology at University
of Western Ontario, who
spoke during the lunch
provided for student presenters, faculty, staff, and
selected guests. Dr. Allahar reminded that job
training has historically

Student presenter during the one of the day’s sessions

executive from BMW in
Wenzhou – found out, a
career in business can be
achieved by being successful on different paths.
Thus, he learned that this
executive had pursued
English Studies before
entering a career in business. The valuable soft
skills learned in majors
not necessarily pointing
directly to a career in
business obviously came
in handy for this executive
– and soft skills and excellence in English are indeed a major focus for big
companies operating in
China.

not been the goal or purpose of university education. Rather, the education of conscious, critically
thinking, creative, and
ethically acting global citizens was among the primary purposes of the university.
Indeed, most
companies prefer to hire
young professionals with
these
characteristics,
knowing well that whatever “job knowledge” they
will need, they will receive
by training from the company that hires them.
Dr. Allahar, who was
cont.’d on p.5
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Spanish Party at WKU
On Friday, April 8, 2016,
WKU Spanish students,
Spanish-speaking faculty
members, and Kean University exchange students gathered together
for a Latin American party. The purpose of the
party was to learn about
Spanish culture and to
enjoy Latin American music, dance, and food.
We were very fortunate to have Akeem Miller, an exchange student
and disc jockey from
Kean University, play
Latin dance music for us.
The focus of the musical

Salsa invasion at WKU

arrangement was “salsa,”
so the students could
learn how to dance to
this particular style of
Latin music.
Professor
Baljinder
Gosal, from the English
Department is an experienced Latin dance instructor with many years
of experience who has a
passion for dancing and
for teaching it. He was
able to get all students
and faculty members out
on the dance floor to receive a lesson on how to
dance “salsa.” He taught
us the basic steps of

“salsa” and soon we were
all dancing to the rhythm
of salsa music.
The WKU canteen was
able to locate tortilla
chips and salsa (dip) to
the delight of the students. In addition, the
canteen graciously provided fruit and beverages. We also had the opportunity
to
sing,
“Cumpleaños Feliz” as
Halle, an American primary school teacher from
New Jersey, was celebrating her birthday. The
event was also an opportunity for Kean University
exchange students to
meet WKU Spanish students.
WKU students were
able to experience a bit
of Latin music, food and
culture right here in
Wenzhou! The students
had a great time learning
how to dance salsa and
enjoyed snacking on tortilla chips. Next stop,
dancing in Havana? CU in
Cuba!

Great opportunities to meet and
socialize

Clearly, this party was a success

Prof. Loebe and student from
New Jersey
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“The competition called on
Snow and Jason
to be intellectually nimble,
thoughtful, analytical, and creative, and also to
express themselves clearly
and succinctly.
They showed
themselves up
to the task,
thinking critically, creatively,
and globally.”
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jing University of Science
and Technology, with
hundreds of debaters,
some much more experienced than our team.
Yet Jason and Snow won
two rounds outright and
placed highly in others,
while Snow was in the
top ten of individual
speakers among the hundreds to compete, and
Jason was 41st, in the top
20% of all competitors.
The WKU team was
selected after a series of
local qualifying rounds
where their skills were
sharpened in debates
against other WKUers, all
of whom vied with Jason
and Snow for this opportunity. Each of the other

debaters’ skill and efforts
were rewarded, as their
hard work helped teach
Jason and Snow how to
argue more effectively.
Of course, all WKU debaters should be proud of
their contribution. The
WKU debate program has
been mentored with care
by Ms. Lin Long of the
English Language Center,
and her hard work is now
bearing fruit.
Snow and Jason, accompanied by faculty
advisor John Prince, arrived in Nanjing late on
Thursday evening, then
registered for the tournament on Friday morning.
After a few hours of
free time, the grueling

Left to right: Snow, Prof. Prince, and Jason posing with the event
poster

competition began. Professor Prince took an examination to qualify as an
adjudicator and Snow
and Jason participated in
training sessions and
practice rounds.
Then Saturday morning through Sunday,
Snow and Jason battled
through five long, hardfought
competitive
rounds, with motions as
diverse as “This House
believes no Asian nation
should join the TPP,” and
“This House would ban
only the purchase of sexual services but not the
sale of those services,” to
“This House would ban
paid private tutoring for
compulsory
education
courses.”
Arguing these motions
called on Snow and Jason
to be intellectually nimble, thoughtful, analytical, and creative, and also
to express themselves
clearly and succinctly.
They showed themselves
up to the task, thinking
critically, creatively, and
globally. At the end of
these rounds, our WKU
contingent were thrilled
to hear they had placed
among the top teams and
were being sent on to the
National Finals Tournament to be held soon in
Beijing.
The future of debate
here at WKU looks bright,
and we look forward to
even more of our students participating.
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Inhibitions to present in public were quickly faded as the event
started and individual and group presenters got “out there”

accompanied by his wife
Anne, who worked with
autistic children before
retiring, visited numerous
student
presentations,
and actively commented
and participated. At the
end of the day, he had
nothing but high praises:
“The papers were polished and the student
presenters were all very
academically
stimulating. The content of the
various
presentations
was deep and engaging
and I was constantly
comparing your students
with mine in Cana-

da. You are clearly on a
very high level and your
students are definitely on
par with the best of my
students. Add the fact
that they are functioning
in a second language and
they surpass the best at
my university. Everything
was professionally organized and ran smoothly.”
We gratefully accept Dr.
Allahar’s
judgment,
knowing that in his courses he does not give A’s
easily or only.
Several faculty members had mentored more
than one student, even

An exhibition of drawings by
Graphic Design students focusing on Peking Opera
Masks, demonstrated the
power of imagination and creativity, and their significant
role in teaching and learning
at WKU

small groups of students.
The Student Research
Day Committee, led by
its chair, Dr. Changjiang
Zhang, worked as a great
facilitating force to make
the day happen.
The organization of
the entire event was superbly supported by a
number of offices, including Academic Affairs (Ms.
Elena Zhu), IT and Graphic Design, as well as various custodial services.
Now that those who
preferred to stand by and
watch, have seen what
can be gained from doing
and presenting their research, and from mentoring students to rise to
this higher level, there is
confidence that the next
research day will be even
bigger, more diverse, and
better.
As
ViceChancellor Henke notes,
“We have now successfully added a new aspect
of student learning that
will come to serve this
institution and its students for years to come.”

“The most
useful piece
of learning
for the uses
of life is to
unlearn what
is untrue.”
Antisthenes

There was engaged interest in the
research that was presented
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Intellectual discourse at WKU taking off
With

Dr. Anton Allahar (r.) and
his wife Anne (l.), posing
with a student ambassador
during their campus tour

Movie poster depicting
a China-themed movie

WKU leadership posing
with Dr. Griffith during his
visit
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capital in the global age,”
two presentations
Dr. Allahar interrogated
in the Global Lectures
the ideological premises
Series and the first
and limits of democracy
presentation offered in
in the age of global capithe new Vice Chancellor’s
tal.
Lectures Series, all in the
Students and faculty
space of the first half of
attending
the presentathe Spring semester, extion
got
a
good dose of
tra-curricular offerings to
critical thinking, and the
students and intellectual
ensuing
question-anddiscourse for the larger
answer
period
offered an
public of Wenzhou are
intense opportunity for
much in evidence at
WKU’s Dr. Harrison opening further elaboration.
WKU, and the campus
the new Vice Chancellor’s LecOn April 7, Dr. Stephen
has reached a higher ture Series
Harrison,
Lecturer of Hisplateau of providing such
tory
at
WKU,
opened the
engagement.
of its markets.
His
On March 25, Dr. Ive- presentation clearly trig- first in a new series lalaw Lloyd Griffith, former gered much interest and belled Vice Chancellor’s
president of Fort Valley questions from an en- Lectures Series, geared to
State University and cur- gaged audience attending offer an umbrella for
WKU faculty to present
rently
Executive-in- his presentation.
Residence at State UniOnly two weeks later, their research and scholversity at Albany (SUNY), on April 14, WKU was arship to students and
offered an engaging able to host Dr. Anton the general public. Dr.
presentation about Chi- Allahar, professor of soci- Harrison’s talk about imna’s role in Latin America ology at the University of ages of China in Hollyand the Caribbean.
Western Ontario, with a wood movies was well
In his talk, titled “‘The second Global Lectures attended and triggered
Dragon and the Humming presentation this semes- many sophisticated quesBird’: Dynamics of Geo- ter. In his talk, “Too Big tions from students. And
Politics
and
Geo- to Fail?: The hypocrisy of fellow faculty.
Economics in the Caribbean,” Dr. Griffith explained past and current
relations between the
region and China, arguing that the geopolitical
competition involves rivalry both with the United States and Taiwan,
and has witnessed the
subordination of ideology
to pragmatic national
interest considerations,
including enhancement Dr. Ivelaw Lloyd Griffith during his presentation
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Microsoft Imagine Cup 2016
The

Computer Science
Department is thrilled to
announce that a team of
two freshmen supervised
by Dr. Pinata Winoto has
won the third prize in the
annual Microsoft Imagine
Cup 2016 (World Citizenship category) in China,
after two rounds of fierce
competition from teams
from other top Chinese
universities.
The two freshmen are
Odd Aonan Guan and Will
Fangzhou Ye. The team,
W0!, developed a collaborative puzzle game with
both tablet and largescreen tabletop versions
to train children with autism joint attention skills.
Microsoft Imagine Cup

is the world’s premier
student technology competition. Since the first
Imagine Cup in 2003, 1.65
million students from
more than 190 countries
and regions participated
in the competition.
Until 2015, more than
100,000 Chinese students
participated in the competition which has been
dubbed
as
the
“Programming Cup” in
China and has had a huge

influence on Chinese IT
and Internet industries.
We would like to use
this
opportunity
to
acknowledge the generous financial support from
Wenzhou-Kean University
and the Office of Research
and Sponsored Program
(ORSP); thanks also go to
Aries Yuanbo Huang
(OAA) and Elena Xiangxiang Zhu (ORSP) for their
support and help.

“Others
have seen
what is and
asked why.
I have seen
what could
be and
asked why
not.”
Pablo Picasso

Interlibrary Loan Comes to WKU
Wenzhou-Kean

Library
recently announced that
student and faculty researchers can request
articles they need that are
not available through a
Kean or Wenzhou-Kean
Library subscription, at no
out-of-pocket cost. Paper
request forms are available in room A 301 of General Education Hall (see
also at http://tinyurl.com/wku-ill
(VPN required) or http://
ku.co1.qualtrics.com/SE/?

(nonVPN).
Whether you are using
SID=SV_b9DuT8T4hbY8YNT

a Kean subscription database like ProQuest Central or Google Scholar, not
every relevant article you
find has available full text.
Or a colleague sends
an article link to you, but
the publisher website
says you have to pay a
fee. The Library will now
pay a smaller fee directly
to another library, and we
receive a copy to provide
to you. Chapters of academic texts or conference
proceedings can also be
obtained, provided you
have a complete citation

with page numbers. The
Library will check all incoming requests for accuracy before processing
the request.
There is a limitation of
5 article requests per
month per individual will
be imposed at the beginning.
The Library will also
explore whether the time
is appropriate for a local
book interlibrary loan system where books could
go through a predictable
local delivery service.
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Wenzhou-Kean University is a Chinese-American jointly established higher education institution with independent legal person status and limited liabilities. The 300-acre campus is located in Wenzhou, in the
Zhejiang Province of the People's Republic of China. It went into full operation in 2014.
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